FREE TO MEMBERS

One of the many joys of being involved at
committee level with the EAA is the pleasant task of thanking people for their contributions. Brian Appleton
EAA 322 was approached for appropriate books for prizes at the annual convention and elsewhere. Without
hesitation, Brian ordered us to collect the books from his business RGS Books in Observatory JHB at our
convenience. I braved the traffic and had my car loaded with no less than 6 boxes containing 56 aviation books
for EAA that we have been ordered to use as we see fit! What a wonderful gesture – many thanks for this
generosity Brian. Grateful thanks to everyone who has generously undertaken to support us with prizes.
Only yesterday it seems I was cobbling the previous CONTACT together – there are not enough hours in the
day. It is gratifying when all manner of folk have demands on one’s time, but all this leaves little time to pursue
one’s own pastimes and pleasures.
We are approaching a serious part of the EAA year, notably AGMs and elections. Succession for the various
office positions for both EAA National and EAA Chapter 322 are unavoidable. By being overloaded with
responsibilities and tasks, the pleasure of heading our own Chapter can be gratifying and at times a massive
burden. There is no project that members have undertaken since I’ve been in the chair that has not required
prompting and cajoling to see it being completed. A simple matter of transferring signing powers for our bank
to the present signatories has involved no less than 7 trips to Edenvale ABSA Bank (42 km per trip) and another
6 so far to Nedbank Edenvale to rescue a small cache of long lost 322 funds. This one is still not resolved!
Please consider making yourself available for a position – new blood and fresh ideas will ensure the value of
our Association. EAA National has the following offices open for election which will take place at the Margate
EAA 2010 Convention on 7 August. Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, National Safety Officer,
Technical Officer, Media and Communications, Young Eagles and the EAA Auditorium conveners. Ideally we
should aim to create shadow positions for every office in order to ensure continuity. An election is
healthy but office bearers being appointed by default is an unfit sign of the organisations’ health.

Karl

I trust and hope you are all preparing for the trip down to Margate in a few days time – yes,
time is flying past this quickly. I have my route planned, my maps in place and prepared, am
watching the weather status daily and serviced my steed (albeit not washing the machine). It will be loaded on Wednesday
evening for a relaxed start on Thursday morning (05-08-2010). I cannot miss the chapter meeting the evening before. Dave
and his worthy team in Natal have organised a rally for us to fly, are working on a bunch of kids for EAA Young Eagle flights
and a few forum presentations.
Remember that the EAA AGM is happening on Saturday late afternoon/evening. The aircraft judging results will be
announced after the AGM and the various prizes awarded. Catering is being provided by the Margate Light Plane Club, so
remember when you arrive and register, to place your food bookings and pay EARLY – simply to give them the courtesy of
your plans for their preparation. Remember that the seasons are starting to change from Winter to Spring, so EXPECT the
weather to be changeable! Ensure you have alternatives routes planned, and have that list of probing questions to ask the
meteorological man when you talk with him. You do talk to the met man before you go flying, yes? And, have your
alternative flight plans prepared in advance. So far, the weather is looking good, but be prepared.
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Margate airfield is towered, so expect someone to talk to you as you approach the airfield and to give you suggestions.
Remember that the flight traffic will be heavier than usual, and that there may be a rally in progress when you arrive (or
depart) and that there will be EAA Young Eagle flights happening. Remember also, that this is a fantastic part of the
country to be flying about, so expect our members to be just pottering about in the air, up and down the coast and inland
to the hills and valleys.
We must all be PREPARED for the SACAA to have inspectors in attendance, so PLEASE ensure that all your pilot, aircraft
and flight documentation is in order before you leave home. Remember also, that at Kroonstad the first aid kits were
the focus of the inspectors. Please make sure your first aid kit is current and in good order. I would hate for the inspectors
to find any errors with an EAA members’ aircraft. Let us all put in the extra effort before we leave home to ensure that we
SURPRISE the SACAA inspectors if they arrive. Let us show them that the EAA is a responsible, sensible bunch of aviators
living out their passion for aviation.
The AGM is where the new council to lead the EAA in the coming year is elected. PLEASE, consider who you would like to
have in the various posts and nominate these persons for election at the AGM. Remember to ensure that whoever you
nominate is prepared to stand and that there is also someone prepared to second your nomination. Please end the
nominations to Trixie Heron - editor@afskies.co.za - or Wolfgang Vormbaum - vormbaum@netactive.co.za. It is very
important that the EAA of SA have a strong leadership team with a clear vision for the future. It is you, the member, who
have this task to perform by nominating and then electing the correct leadership team.
The AGM is also the opportunity for YOU to raise issues that the EAA should be addressing, and to highlight where the
management team should improve the services to you, the member. Please be prepared with your input. Lastly, the AGM
is also the meeting at which the membership fees for the coming year are determined – and these fees have been
stagnant for a few years now.
So, you can see how important the AGM is. I certainly look forward to your input and the appropriate resulting discussion.
Most importantly, remember that the whole convention weekend is there for you, the EAA of SA member, to enjoy, to
learn, and to fly around enjoying the freedom of flight we all so cherish. EAA paraphernalia will be on sale at Margate.
Best wishes, and please fly safely,
Neville Böhm

THE PILGRIMAGE TO MARGATE – For those of us fortunate enough to be able to fly to Margate, it is always an
added pleasure to fly in a gaggle of aircraft. I intend departing from my base at Fly Inn at about 08h00 on
Friday 6 August and flying to Himeville, a few miles east of the Drakensberg in KZN for a break and possibly a
late Heart Foundation recommended breakfast/brunch. Between Harrismith and Himeville, the scenery east of
the Berg is spectacular. The Himeville airstrip is in good condition and it is a mere km or so stroll to the local
hotel. From Himeville to Margate is 121 nm. Why don’t you join in.
Himeville strip 04/22 is 900m of well cared for grass. Elevation 5200’ and co-ords 29°44'58.12"S
29°30'14.80"E from Google Earth.
A note from Dave Grosvenor: If you plan on refuelling at Virginia, make sure you are aware of the new airspace
around Durban and check the AIP Supplements for the latest VFR routings into Virginia.
Some additional info on Margate: All circuits at 1000ft AGL and must be flown towards coast.
Overflying aircraft not to cross airfield below 2500ft AGL. FAMG – Margate S30 51.0 / E030 21.0 Frequency:
122.70 AFIS Elevation: 495 ft
Runways: 04/22, 1370x30 m, Tar. Circuit Altitude 1500ft Joining at 2000ft Overfly at 3000ft
The internet is a gold mine of information for accommodation at Margate which can be negotiated in most
cases with the proprietors. You can also contact Graham Berriman, the airport manager at
gberriman@hcm.gov.za or (039) 312-0560. He helped Div from Worcester with details of an acceptable B 'n B
a 100 yards from the airfield gate!
EAA Chapter 322 is part sponsoring a rental car for the use of 322 members from Friday afternoon 6 August
until Sunday afternoon same time. Claus Keuchel has been asked to coordinate this project and can be
contacted at 082 335 1166.
The organisers of our Convention will be very busy and there is always help needed. Message from Marc
Kuster who is handling the aircraft judging: We need members asking for volunteers to help with the judging
I have asked Dave Grosvenor to post a local email to our Durban and Pietermaritzburg chaps for help, but I
need at least two or three EAA members from the rest of the country too. See you all at MG!
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The town of Margate is thrilled to have the EAA back and this event is being staged to welcome back
the EAA to Margate. On Saturday 7 August Margate will host a Fun in the Sun Beach Festival that
entails a number of activities on the ground as well as a commentated welcome back to the EAA
members. Between 10h00 and 12h00 any EAA aircraft that flies over Margate Beach (backline) will be
welcomed by EAA National Vice-Chairman Karl Jensen on the PA system, together with some
interesting facts about each aircraft.
Please note that the following must be adhered to:
1. 500 ft AMSL over water
2. 1,000 ft flight level over any built up area
3. No passengers to accompany pilots during fly-pasts
4. Straight and level flying only
5. A pre-flight briefing by Neville Böhm to take place prior to participation
6. ATC is on an AFIS basis only
The following will be on standby: JOC (Protection Services, Ambulance, SAP and Fire) We have also
alerted the local hospital, Hibiscus Council lifeguards and will have the NSRI on duty.
Kind regards
Vicky Erasmus (Wozani Africa)

IMPORTANT FORTHCOMING EVENTS WORTH ATTENDING
7-9 Aug:

EAA of SOUTH AFRICA CONVENTION – MARGATE

7 Aug:

MARGATE FUN RALLY EAA CONVENTION
(email George Brink george@gbfs.co.za) ;

12 Aug:

EAA TALK SHOW EAA AUDITORIUM RAND AIRPORT

14 Aug:

SAAF “90 YEARS ON GOLDEN WINGS” ANNIVERSARY
AIRSHOW - SWARTKOP

21 Aug:

SPRINGS FLY IN BREAKFAST

4 Sept:

GRAND CENTRAL SAPFA FUN RALLY

3-5 Sept:

AFRICAN BUSH PILOTS FLY-IN AND AIRSHOW
BARBERTON

16 Oct:

SPOT LANDING COMPETITION AND BREAKFAST FLY IN - KRUGERSDORP

All EAA Chapters in SA are once again invited to send submissions to CONTACT karlpix@icon.co.za or
editor@afskies.co.za We will willingly include your Chapter news in this publication and thereby
reach a far wider audience than you might normally be able to. We don’t need to publish your
meeting minutes, we are rather looking for specific news, projects underway, notices of fly-ins, get
togethers, etc. Photos in .jpg format are welcome – we will reduce them appropriately. We are happy
to include a page or two of news from all the regional EAA Chapters.
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TEDDERFIELD FLY-IN by LEON ERWEE
With EAA 322 Chapter planning to build a hangar at Tedderfield south of JHB, I was keen to attend my first
fly-in there - it also being but 20 min drive from my home. I previously visited with Nico Brandt from 322 who
is also building a hangar there and who regulated traffic on the day. I inspected the 322 hangar site and
others too. Andreas Höhne built a splendid specimen next to Nico’s almost completed 20x15 unit encompassing a neat flat and spending R1m in the process. At Tedderfield one can stay over on weekends.
Fancy sleeping next to your plane – for lovers of planes – or maybe just plain lovers. With 20x15 stands going
at around R150,000 this must be a good investment. Anybody for a syndicate?
Most interesting is that the locally manufactures of the lovely
Sling light sport aircraft have just moved their “Airplane Factory”
to hangars 6 &7 at Tedderfield which should contribute to
heightened activity at this aitrfield. Their product is neat and
sturdy – no wonder owners Mike Blyth and James Pitman
managed to fly one around the world last year – we actually
saw them at Oshkosh exactly a year ago.

Leon’sbeautiful pic of an
F 86 Sabre At Oshkosh

A scrumptious breakfast was prepared by the locals in a so-so
clubhouse that will require some creative thinking – maybe
EAA 322 will apply their organizing prowess. Many familiar
faces were in attendance from 322. Gordon Dyne – larger than life, Karl Jensen, Neville Böhm, Archie Kemp,
Bruce Bolleurs, Brian Stableford, Ricardo De Bonis, Claus Keuchel and others graced us with their presence.
From our RV12 build project the flying “twins” Julius and Martin flew in with their trikes – splendidly attired
in full body leather (it’s bloody cold up there in a microlight). Wouter van den Heever and his son arrived
later. Discussing our own RV12 project over breakfast and thinking what should follow upon completion,
Julius ventured: “an RV10” (Team leader and serial RV builder Rudi Greyling, who is building his own RV10
favours an Onex from Sonex).
Planes all shapes and sized materialized – from Arrie’s thirsty 55 l/h Bosbok, Dynaeros, Pipers, RV7s, etc –
also Karl’s most splendid vintage Cessna 170B. A team from a local film school arrived, mistook me for a
seasoned aviator and promptly lined me up to enlighten the world as to the splendour of flight. Keeping my
wits about me I delegated the task to the Chairman of 322, the venerable Karl Jensen – a man who can wax
lyrically on all aviation matters – and this he did no end – quality material. They cornered me later and I
spoke a word or two about Air Venture Oshkosh – some generalities about no rugby, no cricket, no women –
only aeroplanes during the day and beer at night – Nirvana. (We have excellent interest for a group of likeminded souls to travel en masse to the USA at end July 2011 – get your name down). Leon

Tedderfield breakfast not recommended
by the Heart Foundation

Brian Stableford Ricardo De Bonis

Dave Bekker, Wolf Vormbaum, Nev Böhm,
Leon Erwee, Archie Kemp,
Stefan Vormbaum, Claus Keuchel, Nico Brandt

This immaculate ATLAS BOSBOK is in SAAF colour scheme
Registration: ZU-ADH
Airframe Hours: 3133:45 Engine: 152:30 Prop: 606:10
Deal includes 2 headsets, 2 parachutes, 1 helmet
A SNIP AT R520,000 and no VAT payable
Contact Arrie De Klerk 082 651 6996 or 27(16) 341-7723
aranco@worldonline.co.za
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LATEST EDITION OF WHERE’S WOLDOW - EAA 322 Member in the USA
It’s been a great month for flying, despite the waves of thunderstorms that have come through.
The Garmin 496 with NEXRAD has made cross countries possible by looking down course to
determine deviations necessary en route. Best to stay VFR in the bumps underneath, than
blindly go in the mid altitudes, in the clouds, and hope for the best, or worse: rely on ATC to
give a good ride.
The highlight for July has been re-uniting with my Stearman. July was over two years since it’s last flight,
when I put it in storage in our Missouri hangar. Although it was prepped for storage, some inspection and
lubrication was in order. We did have one cylinder full of oil, as well as a gallon in the drip pan, so Chad had
to make a run for a case of oil in his ‘Smurf Rocket’. With that back, we went ahead with an engine start.
Since the one cylinder had been hydraulic locked, we left that spark plug out on the first start due to concerns
over how much oil remained in the intake tube. There apparently was some as my crowd of observers noted
a gush coming out, spread everywhere by the prop. I needn’t have lubricated anything in the prop arc as
everything is now coated. The right wing also took a bath from the preservative oil and leakage in other
cylinders.
Once running, and a quick clean up and final checks, a flight was in order, and the following weekend the
flight was back up to our home in Illinois, so it is readily accessible. A four hour flight with my old friend,
punctuated by one fuel stop, was a real treat. It’s now back to being pampered, washed completely and
waxed. Looks much better, and when doing this type of work, frequent flights are required to keep the help
motivated. Now it’s time for Oshkosh planning, and that work thing.
Expect a full Oshkosh report in August.
Cheers, Ric Woldow

Ric’s Stearman and Chad’s T-6

From DAVE (formerly Des) NEL DOWN UNDER in OZ
G’day Mate, how are ya going? *Hello stoute Karel] – I do not have too much to report on the flying here in
OZ. I can report quite a bit on the lack thereof! At this stage I do not have my OZ licence yet, but it is close
now. I passed my medical and my OZ air law exams and just have to do my nav and flight tests. The weather
here in Melbourne is quite bad this time of the year, especially on weekends of course, and I had to
postpone my flying now for a number of weeks running. We have bought our own house now, and will be
moving in the end of this week. I sort of shelved flying for this month so we can pack and prepare for the
move. I have been packing up my workshop for the last few weekends. Getting a career going also took
some time. All not so easy as people in SA are led to believe.
Flying here is quite different here compared to your side! Everything here is MICRO regulated and controlled
to the absolute extreme an policed of course!! Every few months one must get a new ERSA book, and
new maps. We use 5 different maps just for around Melbourne (jy het nog nooit soveel strond in jou lewe
gesien nie!!) And to fly a "spam can" Piper Warrior is rather like going back to the model T. One also has to
log on to NAIPS every time before you fly. If you make a mistake here, they prosecute you!! Well, once I get
used to all this "stuff" I will probably enjoy flying again.
The rest is all ok, and we are doing quite well! We have come across quite a few expats that find the going
real tough here. Some have even gone back, not been able to find a job here! Do you think that maybe you
can find a buyer for my Saab? I have decided to rather sell it and build something else here. Please contact
me if you need any details. But you know the aerie quite
well! I will be coming to SA on 10 September for my
daughter's wedding, and hope to fly my old Saab for a
few hours during the few days I will be over there.
Best regards,
David Nel.

Dave Nel’s Concourse SAAB Safir which
sadly he has up for sale. Dave is at
david.nel.aviation@gmail.com
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HAVE YOU HEARD?
Jane Stobbart went solo on Saturday 24 July at FAGC in an FTS
Cessna 172. We are very proud of you Janetjie and we hope you’ll
become a legendary pilot like your Dad. This is not however a
requirement. May you have many thousands of hours of sheer pleasure
conqueringthe azure skies. Word on the street is that Maureen
Stobbart has almost fully recovered from her back surgery. Life is good
in the Stobbart family 
Gordon Dyne’s Nanchang Dragon will emerge from his AMO shortly
after a complete refurbish and stunning paint job.

st

1 Solo. Proud Dad Chalkie and even
prouder Jane Stobbart at FAGC

FORTHCOMING EAA FLYING LEGENDS TALK SHOW by Gordon Dyne
After a three month lapse, I am delighted to advise that the enormously successful EAA talk shows are back
on track starting in August.
I will elaborate more in next week’s African Pilot newsletter, with the acquiescence of editor Athol Franz
who is presently at Oshkosh, but the brief details for the next two talk shows are as follows. Firstly, Thursday
12 August sees our regular Master of Ceremonies, the ever-youthful, good looking and loquacious Karl
Jensen host Captain Lex Erasmus, recently retired SAA captain and formerly an instructor with the SAAF.
Joining Lex will be retired Lieutenant John Martin of the SAAF. When I say retired I jolly well mean it. John
retired from the SAAF in 1948 having spent the last three years of the war flying Spitfires in Italy. John is
quite a character and as a sprightly 87 still plays golf, drives and has a great eye for the ladies. John tells me
“You know when you’re getting old when your son is a pensioner!”
This should be yet another excellent talk.
Karl Jensen will then be taking a well deserved break in order to build up his repertoire of risqué jokes
Yet another amazing aviation evening is guaranteed.
Venue as usual is the EAA auditorium at Rand Airport. 18h00 for 19h30. Time for some wors or steaks and a
couple of toots in great aviation company. Seats are limited so you are advised to book early. Please contact
organiser Jeremy Woods on wbmeaa@tiscali.co.za or Jeremy’s lovely wife Anne-Louise on
admin2.woods@icon.co.za If you miss it, you miss out. See you there.

EAA AIRSHOW 2011 – by Uncle Bill Keil
Behind the scenes some good work is developing and the first new
'Air show committee' is established and starting to roll. This team is
made up of EAA people as well as a strong representation of folk
from Tedderfield. Others may be brought in to assist as time
progresses or because their special ability is needed. (This means
YOU!)
The first plan will be to sort out the Airfield facilities where required regarding things like parking for several
thousand cars, fuel supplies and ATC facilities.
A sponsor is still being sought and their name (depending on the amount provided) will be front and centre
on the advertising, It will not be so big as to overpower the EAA logo. Watch this space.
The title of the show will be EAA FESTIVAL OF FLIGHT and will present a semi humorous historical
presentation ranging from hot-air balloons, micro-lights, home-builts, though to jets and new synthetic fuel
powered planes. Some humorous sketches will be inserted,
If you would like to become involved, you'll be as welcome as the flowers in spring! You'll also get in FOR
FREE !!
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KUNKURU FLY-IN 16-18 JULY
Seven aircraft and their occupants floated in to Kunkuru. Others drove
in for either a breakfast or a weekend of fun. The genial hosts, John
Edmund and his wife Theresa, and their staff ensured the EAA guests
were well fed and watered. John who started his singing career at
Bapsfontein Hotel, moved to Rhodesia and became a well known folk
singer. He returned to SA and now regularly provides live entertainment
for his guests while severe bon homie is enjoyed by all..
Steven and Coen Swart
with their wives

Lex and Sinty Eramus
Claus and Edna Keuchel

Rob van Lear, Moose Woods
and Gordon Dyne

THE REBIRTH OF KIS ZU-KIS by Arno Brouwer
While bumming around Wonderboom where I used to hangar my Jabiru SP tail dragger, I stumbled upon a
lonely and dusty fuselage quickly recognised as a KIS Cruiser that was parked inside Pierre van der Walt’s
hangar at Sport Plane Builders. The first owner was Rudy Rebel. It became known that Milne, the existing
owner, has lost interest in completing the repair process after being involved in a precautionary landing that
went sour. He had little experience on the type and en route from Dwaalboom to Bultfontein the left door
blew right off as it wasn’t properly latched. He decided to do a precautionary at Hoopstad. With a strong
crosswind, he decided to put it down next to the runway. After drifting off the centreline and opting not to
go-around with passengers now being in a convertible. Needless to say, the nose wheel dug into a trench,
departed the plane and came to halt in a cloud of dust with the prop disintegrated and the bottom cowl
damaged, not to mention his ego.
Pierre to collected the plane from Hoopstad and trailered it to Pretoria. To top it all, the insurance didn’t
pay up, as the owners medical had lapsed the day before. The repair process was however started by the
owner in acquiring a new MT 3-bladed prop, getting a new gull door from the US and repairing the bottom
cowl. Milne owns a Robinson R44 and subsequently lost interest in the KIS. That is where I saw the
opportunity to upgrade from my 2 seats and 115 knots, to 4 adults at 160 knots, a considerable upgrade for
me! A price was agreed for the plane in its then current state, to be paid once the repairs are all complete,
and for me to take care of costs for the repair.
The new door was fitted and both doors received Ravin type latch locks that secures in three places,
eliminating the risk of the door ever wanting to open in flight again. The Franklin 6-cyl 205HP had its shock
load done and spare parts obtained from Canada. It was re-assembled and run-in on the test bench.
A new free castoring nose wheel was engineered and fitted. A new fuel pump also came from the US. The
Slick Magneto was overhauled. Some work was also
done on the interior, while the paint job was repaired
and properly blended. Avionics and instruments were
overhauled and checked.
The test flight was conducted by Bertus du Preez and
Shaun Fraser on the 25th of May. After 90 minutes
they returned to Mother Earth with smiling faces!
I subsequently flew with Shaun for the first time in
the KIS on the 25th of June. My report would be…..
’a wonderfully stable, powerful platform with
excellent handling qualities and great visibility’.
There are 7 KIS Cruisers in SA of which 4 are
airworthy, the seventh one is yet to fly.
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MICHAEL ADRIAAN VAN GINKEL – by Karl Jensen
It is with sadness that I report on the passing of a lifelong friend,
Mike van Ginkel in the early hours on Sunday 1 August 2010. He
succumbed after dealing with kidney failure for some while.
Mike was an aviator of iconic proportions in South Africa. He
was born in Port Elizabeth on 2 June 1934 and learnt to fly with
Southern Aviation in PE on Tiger Moths.
Mike qualified as a pilot in the SAAF ACF Scheme in 1954 on
Harvards. Mike ran a flying school at George for a short while
and sold his interests in the school to Jim Davis for R2.00. He
moved to JHB to join Chris Turvey who died in a Harvard
accident in the same month at JLPC. Mike and Chris’ brother
Nic then joined up and started a flying school at Rand. Nic had
an Aeronca with registration ZS-AVX. When registration of a
company was required, for want of a better name, they called
it Avex Air after the Aeronca. Avex Air had humble beginnings
with Mike’s wife Jeanette being the company dogsbody
operating from a wooden Porta Cabin on the apron adjacent to
the present day Engen fuel pumps. Avex Air was to become one
of the best known flying schools and GA companies in South Africa. Avex was taken over by the SA
Breweries/Barlows conglomerate Barsab when they bought out Placo and other Piper aircraft oriented
businesses in 1969. More than 44 pilots who flew for SAA passed through the employ of Avex Air. Mike flew
all types of piston powered aircraft – you name it and Mike flew it at some time or another. Avex Air also flew
crop sprayers of all kinds including their own DC 3 which was named “Angel Baby” by Mike’s wife Jeanette –
her nickname for Mike.
Mike and Jeanette had been married for more than 55 years. He was an aerobatic pilot who competed
internationally in France and in Magdeburg East Germany in ’68. Mike regularly came second to his business
partner Nic Turvey in the SA Aerobatic Championships. Mike was the first person to win the State President’s
Trophy Air Race twice with Jeanette as navigator in their beloved Twin Comanche ZS-EVB. Mike was a
competitive glider pilot too. Both Mike and Jeanette were adept hot air balloonists.
After Mike was forced by heart problems to stop flying, he had accumulated 29,000 flying hours of which
more than 19,000 hours were flying instruction. He held the post of Director General of the Aeroclub of South
Africa for a while. Mike devoted a lot of time to the SAAF Association and served as a committee member for
several years. In 2008, Mike and Jeanette drove their 27 year old Rolls Royce Silver Spirit from Cape Town to
London in an adventure that far younger and lesser mortals would not have dared venture. Mike van Ginkel
was a generous benefactor of the EAA Auditorium at Rand Airport where our Flying Legends Talk Shows are
held.
Mike died on Jeanette’s birthday and is survived by Jeanette, their children Janine, Andre and Jean, 11
grandchildren and 1 great-grandchild.

NEXT CHAPTER 322 MEETING - WEDNESDAY 4 AUGUST 2010
VENUE: DICKIE FRITZ MOTH HALL EDENVALE
TIME: 19H00 - 19H30
SAFETY TALK: Neville Böhm EAA National Chairman and EAA Safety Officer
GUEST SPEAKER: 322 Member Brian Stableford with a brief summary of the
proposed requirements for a PPL renewal

REMEMBER

GEE WHIZZ MINUTE: By Ron van Lear
VIDEO: Farnborough Airshow through the Ages
CONTACT is the official newsletter of EAA Chapter 322. This edition was compiled by Karl Jensen and edited by
Trixie Heron 2 August 2010. Contributions and members adverts for future editions should be sent to
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